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Chapter 5

PLANNING AIDS

5.1 Introduction 

Planning has been defined as a process including steps which

involve the identification of objectives, resources, situation,

alternative plans, and the optimal plan, and the implementation of

the optimal plan (2.2.3). Planning aids are external technologies

related to any of these steps. Thus a management information system

(MIS) for example, can be classified as a planning aid, since it

should assist the identification of resources, situation and the

monitoring of plan implementation.

In the farm management literature, planning commonly is

characterised as being to do with plan selection (e.g. Barnard and

Nix 1979). Relatedly, farm planning aids are used to assist farm

plan selection. Given the conventional perspective, the planning

aids available for review in this chapter are all decision aids.

For this reason, 'planning aid' and 'decision aid' will be used

interchangeably hereafter, unless the distinctions between them are

germane to the discussion.
•

Two general models for decision making in situations of

uncertainty, decision theory and game theory, have been developed

over the last few decades. Each model includes a strategy for

dealing with uncertainty. Because both models have received much

attention as possible sources of appropriate strategy for farm plan

selection decisions (see the review by Dillon (1962); Anderson et

al 1977), consideration of them is included in this chapter.

Preceding the survey of planning aids is an analysis of the

possible implications of treating plan selection decisions as all,

or the most important part, of planning, as seems to be typical in

the farm planning literature.
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As an aside, it is instructive to compare the structure of a

quite 'aid-oriented' text in the business management area, such as

Starr (1971), with farm management texts such as Barnard and Nix

(1979). The context in which planning aids are placed is basically

different. The differences do not seem to result from the unique

characteristics of farms but from differences in paradigm.

The survey of planning aids is conducted here with the purpose

of identifying a priori the capacity of each to indicate optimal

strategy in terms of enterprise mix.

5.2 Role of Planning Aids 

Planning aids make a positive contribution to planning if they

improve a planner's use of data and thereby enable the creation of

plans which are more subjectively organisationally rational than

otherwise (see 2.4). In the jargon of decision theory, effective

planning aids lead to 'good' plans, which are plans consistent with

relevant beliefs and preferences of the planner (Anderson et al

1977). Good plans are not always successful, but their success or

otherwise should be determined only by the extent of planner

ignorance of the future.

.
Planning aids typically have models as components. These are

models of relevant subsystems of the system being planned, of the

environment the system is in, or of the planner's objectives. The

role of planning aids is fulfilled to the extent that these various

models are isomorphic with respect to relevant reality. Relevant

reality is invariably reality as perceived by the planner at the

moment a plan is made.

The suggestion was made, in Chapter 2, that a significant

contribution of model building to planning is the increased

understanding it often brings to the planner of the system being

modelled. The learning which can result from exposure to planning

aids is to be expected; it is a consequence of a planner no longer
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being constrained to use his own models, the products of his limited

capacity to handle data.

Credible nonsense can be learned, of course, and this can lead

to unfortunate consequences. Among the consequences may be the

outright rejection of a planning aid which is useful but in ways a

planner does not understand. There is always the risk, particularly

with complex planning aids, that a planner will not understand fully

the nature of a model used in an aid. This will restrict his

ability to, on the one hand, verify the model and, on the other,

attach appropriate circumspection to insights the aid might seem to

yield about various subsystems.

There is an onus on any person seeking to assist a planner with

an aid to minimise the possibilities of a model lacking concordance

with the system (called isomorphism) and of the planner not

understanding relevant aspects of the aid. This onus is derived

from the assumption that subjective organisational rationality

should be served by planning aids, to the exclusion of all other

objectives.

5.2.1 Planning and plan selection decisions 

•
Planning is composed of a series of steps, one of which is the

choice of a plan (5.1). Other steps, such as resource audit and

situation analysis, principally involve information gathering.

There are decisions other than plan selection to be made in the

planning process however. One is the decision to plan; another is

the decision as to how far search for alternative plans should

extend.

The decision to plan or not can be viewed as a response to the

outcome of situation analysis (2.2.3) or as a response to the

ongoing monitoring of performance. Existing plans with finite

horizons commonly require that new planning be undertaken when that

horizon is reached. Other plans, such as strategic plans, are
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likely to be reviewed only when some change in the environment seems

to the planner to indicate that a new plan may be appropriate.

In environments characterised by uncertainty, the decision to

plan, when not routine, can be difficult to make. This is because

ambiguity a planner perceives about a relevant change in the

environment may mean either that he is not confident that the change

will persist or that he does not know what the change is. For

example, a sudden major increase in output price may be the first of

a series of price fluctuations of greater magnitude about the

existing trend. It may be a step up to a new trend, or it may be a

single extreme fluctuation about the existing trend.

When confronted with the price change, a planner may find it

difficult to decide whether he should plan. While it might seem

logical to adopt a maxim whereby, if in doubt, one plans, this would

only have the effect of moving ambiguity to the plan selection

decision. The difficulty in discerning whether the environment has

in fact changed would simply appear as ambiguity surrounding price

expectations for the plan selection decision.

Failure to consider explicitly the decision to plan is a likely

consequence of viewing planning as plan selection (4.1).

Unnecessary costs may be incurred in the process 'of specifying a

plan selection decision problem, the solution of which may indicate

that a new plan is not appropriate. Even worse, if ambiguity is

ignored in the plan selection decision, a new plan may be indicated

to be necessary wrongly given the planner's uncertainty. Explicit

attention to the decision to plan could avoid these effects.

A related consequence of the seemingly common view among

researchers of farm plan selection as farm planning is the lack of

development of formal approaches to the decision to plan.

In the case of search decisions in relation to alternative

plans, these are plainly distinct from, and prior to, plan selection
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decisions. When ambiguity exists in relation to the expected value

of search, which is almost inevitable, it is difficult to apply

optimising algorithms to the search decision. Nevertheless, given

the importance of identifying alternative plans to strategy and

variety in responses, the decision is very important in planning.

Penalties associated with effectively underrating the importance

of the search decision, by treating plan selection as planning,

include the implications of having lower response variety than

necessary, and inadequate attention by researchers to the

development of techniques which might assist in the making of the

search decision. Such techniques might be developed to help farmers

structure decisions about enterprises new to Australian agriculture,

or to help farmers identify periods when search is likely to have

higher expected returns than normal.

With respect to the decision to plan and the decision regarding

the extensiveness of search for alternative plans, Simon (1977, 155)

has made the observation that 'the decision models of classical

economics do not recognise the need either to identify the occasions

of action or to devise courses of action.' It seems that the same

could be said of formal models of the farm planning process.

The above discussion implies that the model: and techniques

surveyed in this chapter are decision aids. They aid planning only

to the extent that the plan selection decision, to which they are

applied almost invariably, is the only decision in the planning

process required for a given planning effort. This will often be

the case for low level, tactical plans, where higher level plans

pre-empt, for example, the decision to plan and the search

decision. For higher level, strategic plans this is unlikely to be

the case, and the penalties associated with treating plan selection

as planning may be high.

Whatever the observations that might be made about the models

and techniques considered in this chapter, their plan selection
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orientation, in practice, highlights their characteristic of being

decision aids.

5.3 Planning Techniques 

The variety of techniques developed for farm planning probably

exceeds that of techniques developed for any other area of

organisational endeavour. It is considerable. The techniques vary

in sophistication. Some have the capacity to reflect

comprehensively and precisely most parameters of a planning

problem. Others are much more coarse.

The quantity of both time and money required to make effective

use of the techniques tends to correlate positively with their

sophistication. The use of the techniques by farmers, throughout

the world, is low. Whatever are the reasons for this low adoption,

it is doubtless disappointing for those researchers who have

developed the techniques. The low adoption has provoked suggestions

that farm management research should be redirected to areas of

activity or styles of approach more likely to generate results which

farmers will see as useful (Capstick 1977).

To the extent that published articles indicate the emphasis in

research at any point in time, it appears that resarch committed to

the development of increasingly sophisticated farm planning

techniques, for farms in developed countries, has waned over the

last decade at least. There is little evidence, however, of new

approaches to the planning problems sophisticated techniques were

designed to address. That is, 'whole farm planning' (3.2.1) does

not seem to be the focus of any research effort which has an

objective of providing results more likely to be adopted by farmers

than have been the sophisticated techniques. Inter alia, this may

indicate the appropriateness of a reconsideration of the paradigm by

farm management reserchers, and the business management paradigm

would seem to have something to offer in this context. There are

indications of such a shift in paradigm in the text by Giles and

Stansfield (1980).
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The situation on farms, then, is that very few farmers make use

of the sophisticated techniques. The most commonly used technique

is budgeting (Barnard and Nix 1979). In its most basic mode this is

the coarsest or least sophisticated of farm planning techniques.

Farmers doubtless manipulate relevant information in other, more

coarse ways but budgeting is the least sophisticated structured and

coherent approach. That is, other coarse ways of manipulating data

do not really constitute techniques in the sense in which we apply

the word.

The analysis of techniques in this chapter is undertaken with

the purpose of assessing the potential each has to identify optimal

strategy. Whether farmers use any of the techniques is not relevant

to this purpose. Nor, strictly, is the way the techniques may be

used as information sources; that is, the extent to which a farmer

may or may not attribute credibility to the output of the techniques

and use the output accordingly.

The survey of techniques is not conducted to assess the

usefulness or otherwise of them on any but the quite specific

criterion identified above. The rationale for this focus was

outlined in 1.2. This is that for the implications of the analysis

in Chapter 3 to be plausible, this survey must lead to findings
•

consistent with those implications.

In Chapter 3 the inference was drawn that control of farm

financial performance is not available to farmers operating in

turbulent price environments In the survey which follows it should

not therefore prove possible to locate a technique which can

indicate optimal strategy. Otherwise, the implications in Chapter 3

are cast into serious doubt.

5.4 A Survey of Planning Techniques 

Planning techniques are categorised into three groups in what

follows. The first group considered is general models for deciding
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under uncertainty, the second is budgeting and related techniques,

and the third is model-based techniques. All of the techniques

afford some capacity to analyse strategy, where this is assumed to

refer to enterprise mix plans.

5.4.1 General models for deciding under uncertainty 

Decision theory and game theory are models which describe modes

of response to uncertain environments. Each is general in that it

has potential relevance to all decision making in situations

characterised by uncertainty. Each model amounts to a strategem for

dealing with uncertainty in a generally rational way. Inevitably,

therefore, the models are competitors; they are persistently

mutually exclusive approaches.

These models are considered at this stage because their

generality, and their strategic characteristic, implies that they

are relevant to planning as well as decision making per se.

5.4.1.1 Decision theory 

Decision theory has been described as 'undoubtedly one of the

most fundamental achievements of the 'humanistic' sciences of our

century' (Mattesich 1978, 199), and 'a mighty 'river with many

diverse contributaries ...[mixing] not only the waters of

philosophy, pure mathematics and statistics, but also those of the

economic, behavioral, as well as administrative and other applied

sciences' (Mattesich 1978, 198). Plaudits such as these derive from

the potential importance to human affairs of the insight underlying

decision theory: 'that the most fundamental of human judgements are

those concerning belief (knowledge, expectation, probability, etc.)

and usefulness (preference, utility, etc.)'. (Mattesich 1978, 199).

The contemporary decision-theoretic approach to the structuring

and solution of decision problems can be stated concisely as follows.
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'Assume a risk situation (e.g. a gamble) in which n states

S.(j=,...,n) can occur, and x. is the corresponding net
— 3 — J 	 ----7
gain (or loss) and p.

	

	 pis the corresponding probability (E p.

	

ID]	
j--]

= 1)thatS.will occur; then the expected value of the

entire gamble is E x.E.. But if there are m such gambles
a.(i = 1, ..., m) with different outcomes, then the one with
—1 —
the maximal expected value should be chosen: max E x. p..

	

j	 j--13-3

Assume a risk situation (e.g. a bet, gamble, business or

war-like venture) in which n states (or events j = 1, ..., n)

can occur; then we designate the corresponding utility of S.

(gain or loss in monetary or other terms) with u(S 3 ) and the

corresponding probability that event S	 occurs with p(S.)
n

whereby . E	 p(S.) = 1.	 Then the utility or value of each
j=1 ----3

event is u(S). p(S.) and the expected value of the entire__.] 

risk situation (the worth or highest amount a bettor is willing

to pay for participating in this bet) is E(S.) =
--]

!.1(2Sj).2(Sj).	 But	 if	 the	 decision	 maker	 (bettor)	 has

different actions a. (i = 1, ..., m) at his disposal (e.g. in
a 

a roulette game he can choose between the highest risk situation

of betting on a specific number or the lowest risk situation of

betting on color, or on any intermediate risk situation, we have

to take into consideration this action-dimension by some formula

for the expected value of action a. provided event S.

	

1	 —3•

n

	

E(a.) =	 E	 u(a. S.).p(S.)1	 j=1 - -1 -3	 —3

hereby u(a. S.) stands for the utility measure of an action
1 -0

a, given an event S. ... If we choose the simple criterion 
1 

of maximising the expected value, we have to determine the

latter for each of the m actions and choose from this range,

thus ... we state:

maximise E(ai)

over i'

(Mattesich 1978, 200-1).

occurs):
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The above is often referred to as the theory of expected utility 

(Mattesich 1978, 200) or, if the referent probabilities are

subjective, the subjectively expected utility maximisation (SEU) 

model (Edwards 1961, 474).

Decision theory, and particularly the SEU version of it, has

parallels in- psychology (see Ajzen and Fishbein 1973) and industrial

psychology (see Vroom 1964). It generally seems to afford a

framework which would appear to be useful for the analysis of actual

decision making and for the generation of prescriptions for decision

makers . The use of decision theory in either a descriptive or

prescriptive role is, however, often fraught with difficulties, some

of which have been considered in Chapter 4.

A potentially serious problem with decision theory is its

unfalsifiability. 'In mainstream American eonomics, the idea that

people maximise ... U[utility] ... or SEU or multiattribute SEU has

the status of a meta-theory ...[and] like other meta-theories, SEU

is not falsifiable and thus not a theory at all from this

perspective. With sufficient ingenuity, one can always find

something that a particular decision maker has maximised in a

particular situation' (Fischhoff, Goitein and Shapira 1979, 3).

Notwithstanding the unfalsifiability of decision
•
 theory 'it has

managed to hang on despite decades of withering attack' (Fischhoff

et al 1979, 4). The longevity of decision theory has been

attributed to 'the fact that the model (a) expresses some

fundamental truth in some situations, (b) has a remarkable ability

to be close to the mark in situations where its underlying logic is

clearly inappropriate and (c) has proponents of heroic tenacity'

(Fischhoff et al 1979, 4).

Another reason for the apparent status of decision theory, at

least in prescriptive applications, is the absence of a model which

seems to offer the same potential to release the bounds on

rationality imposed by the limited capacity of individuals to

manipulate information logically.
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The usefulness of decision theory to planning is not necessarily

proscribed by its apparently poor descriptive ability (Fischhoff et

al 1979). On the contrary, if decision theory is to have normative

value as a result of more logically consistent and unbounded use of

available information, poor descriptive ability is a pre-condition.

A pragmatist could be expected to be anxious to ensure, however,

that the inputs to decision theory (representations of expectations,

preferences, etc.) were of sufficient accuracy to ensure that

logical analysis was being conducted of reality as perceived by the

decision maker. The discussion in Chapter 4 indicates that serious

doubts about the validity of such inputs, particularly those

relating to uncertainty, may be justified.

The strategic content of decision theory is rarely identified

explicitly in discussions of its merits (cf. Albin 1981). The

maximisation of subjective expected utility, for example, is a

decision criterion which embodies a strategy for choice between

alternative acts. It is one of a number of alternative criteria

which can be selected for choice in uncertain decision making

environments (see 5.4.1.2, below). The selection of a particular

criterion is, in effect, the selection of a strategy for dealing

with uncertainty.
•

Doubts that have been expressed about the validity of inputs

gathered for use in decision theory (Chapter 4) are important,

therefore, for two reasons. Firstly they are important because of

their implications for decision maker choice; if the inputs,

particularly subjective probability distributions, are invalid,

choices indicated by decision theory may be inappropriate.

Secondly, and more pertinently for this study, doubts about input

validity lead to doubts about the appropriateness of the strategy

implicit in the choice criterion used in decision theory. For

example, if ambiguity exists, and cannot be eliminated, it can be

argued that the subjective expectations of the decision maker may be

of insufficient quality for him to choose rationally between acts on

the basis of maximisation of expected utility.
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Thus doubts about input validity provoke two questions: will

the act indicated as optimal by decision theory be sub-optimal; is

the choice strategy implicit in decision theory appropriate?

In relation to the first of these questions, if ambiguity exists

and cannot be incorporated in measures of uncertainty (prior

probability distributions) then the application of decision theory

may indicate that a sub-optimal act is optimal. Failure to

incorporate ambiguity would be mis-specification of the decision

problem.

The attitude of decision theorists to this question is well

captured in the following quotation:

'... we suggest that there is virtually no decision problem,

recognised by a decision maker, for which he cannot formulate

worthwhile subjective probabilities ... we generalise that in

practice decisions which do not have certain outcomes can be

formulated as decisions under [Knightian] risk'. 	 (Officer and

Anderson 1968, 13).

The premise most critical to the above attitude is that all

relevant uncertainty can invariably be captured in a single (that
•

is, prior) probability distribution. Discussion in Chapter 4

concerning this premise indicates that it is unlikely to obtain when

ambiguity exists.

There are two possible extreme attitudes to the appropriateness

of the choice strategy implicit in decision theory. One is that

adopted by many decision theorists, which is that maximisation of

expected value is appropriate. If one accepts a small set of axioms

(of ordering and transitivity, continuity, and independence) as well

as the premise that decision problems can be invariably specified

fully, the criterion of maximising expected utility is logically

implied, to the exclusion of any other criterion (Anderson et al

1977).
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The alternative attitude is that the choice strategy implicit in

decision theory is not (universally) appropriate. This attitude

does not derive from a challenge to the logical implications of the

premises and axioms underlying the criterion. It is derived from

concerns over the premises or axioms themselves. In the present

context, the premise most of concern has been that uncertainty about

outcomes can be measured adequately. As argued in Chapter 4 this

premise is debatable. If it is false there is no logical imperative

to accept the criterion of maximisation of expected value. Indeed

there is no criterion logically implied, because the validity of all

expected values which might be calculated is cast into doubt.

When the premises of decision theory are doubted its

prescriptive value disappears. Albin (1981, 212) has expressed the

situation, rather picturesquely, arguing that the use of decision

theory in 'analyses of problems of significant social behavior is

bound by the intrinsic limitations of the gambling device [the

roulette wheel] as a model of the environment and the emptiness of

the gamble itself as a metaphor for efficient choice under

conditions of uncertainty'. Albin's subsequent discussion makes it

plain that he believes that the specification of 'significant'
.

decision problems (which in the current context can be argued to

include farm strategy selection) is invariably inadequate; that the

premises of decision theory can only be expected to hold for

'insignificant' decisions.

Some support for this view exists in the farm planning

literature. Anderson et al (1977) point out that most sequential

decision problems, such as farm planning, lead to decision problems

of unmanageable proportions from an analytical point of view. They

suggest that 'the decision analyst faced with these sorts of

difficulties has no alternative but to simplify the planning

problem' (Anderson et al 1977, 229).

The simplifications suggested include the use of coarser

statements of expectations and shortening the length of the planning
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horizon. Whilst there is doubtless some merit in such procedures,

they can be characterised as re-defining the planning environment to

suit the application of decision theory. To this extent, arguments

that the procedures are necessary indicate boundedness to the

usefulness of the technique. Moreover, the simplifications

suggested raise very serious questions about the continued

appropriateness of the choice strategy in decision theory.

Specifically, one would expect the simplifications to generate

ambiguity via the deliberate exclusion from analysis of some parts

of uncertainty.

It is neither possible nor necessary to define here the real

relevance of decision theory to choice under uncertainty. It is

sufficient to note that there is conflict in the literature with

regard to this matter, and to emphasise that a key factor in that

conflict is the rationality of the criterion used in decision

theory. This criterion can be characterised as a strategy of

choosing acts such that the success rate of decisions is contingent

solely on the decision maker's forecasting ability (assuming his

decisions are implemented effectively). Its rationality is doubted

because ambiguity, or doubts the decision maker has about his

forecasting ability, may exist and may not be included in the

analysis.
•

One observation about decision theory that is appropriate,

particularly given the material on environments presented earlier

(2.6.3), is that uncertainty is a term which can be used to describe

a range of states of belief. That range extends between ignorance

and certainty. Even if one accepts the choice strategy in decision

theory in the case, say, of uncertainty which is toward the

certainty end of the range and is well specified and devoid of

ambiguity, worse uncertainty closer to ignorance would seem to

warrant a different approach to that adopted to decide in the former

situation. Two factors encourage such a view.

Firstly, there must be some limit to the magnitude of

uncertainty with which any individual can cope; at some level of
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uncertainty choice effectively becomes meaningless. When

uncertainty is beyond this limit, there is no rational way of

choosing among alternatives. The uncertainty may relate to future

states of nature, future utility functions of the decision maker, or

both (Alexander 1975). This limit may fall short of complete

ignorance, and subjective probabilities elicited in relation to the

uncertain parameter not be 'worthwhile' as asserted by Officer and

Anderson (1968). That is, they are not worthwhile if they are to be

used in decision theory.

The second factor which encourages an expectation that different

degrees of uncertainty may affect the appropriateness of decision

theory arises from the work of Cohen and Jaffray (1980). These

authors have developed a proof that 'when [a set of outcomes]

contains at least two outcomes, rational preferences under complete

ignorance are not compatible with the ascribing of personal

probabilities to the events [determining outcomes]' (Cohen and

Jaffray 1980, 1287). Further, these authors argue that their proof

casts doubt 'on the existence of personal probabilities in the case

in which the decision maker possesses little information on events

...[and] ... that the personalistic [probability] school is

compelled to admit a discontinuity in the behavior of the decision

maker' (Cohen and Jaffray 1980, 1296; emphasis added).
•

The importance of this proof to the present study is that Cohen

and Jaffray were addressing explicitly the assumption by decision

theorists that '... there is no such thing as 'non-probabilizable

uncertainty" (Cohen and Jaffray 1980, 1281). This assumption is

reflected well in the statement:

'It is difficult to envisage a decision problem

confronting a decision maker in which he has insufficient

subjective knowledge about the problem to formulate

subjective probabilities. Without some such knowledge the

decision maker is unlikely to recognize the existence of a
decision problem.' (Officer and Anderson 1968, 11).
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The appropriateness of using the strategy implicit in decision

theory would appear to be less universal than implied in the above

statement (that is, for every recognised decision problem). Since

decision theorists do not accept that the appropriateness is

proscribed by the nature of the uncertainty with which the decision

maker is faced, one must therefore turn to other sources, such as

Albin (1981) and Emery and Trist (1965), to try to identify criteria

for the adoption of decision theory and its attendant strategy. The

discussion of uncertainty in Chapter 4 is an attempt to address this

question at- its most basic level: in effect, the difficulties

inherent in trying to measure 'non-probabilizable uncertainty'.

5.4.1.2 Game theory 

Game theory appears to have originated with the work of Emile

Sorel in the 1920s. It did not, however, achieve prominence until

1944 and the publication of the Theory of Games and Economic 

Behavior by von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944) (Edwards 1954).

Game theory is designed to provide optimal strategies in

competitive situations (Edwards 1954; Kaufmann 1968; Starr 1971).

An assumption of the theory is that competitors seek to achieve

objectives at the expense of their opponents. Total specification

of a game requires that the variety of moves of each participant is

known, together with the outcomes associated with each

move:countermove combination. Given a fully specified game, the

outcomes for each participant of alternative choice strategies for

moves (that is, acts) can be identified and, generally, an optimal

strategy identified. 	 Game theory is particularly relevant to

sequences of decisions.

Several aspects of game theory are pertinent to this chapter and

these are considered below.

Game theory is designed for conditions of uncertainty in

Knightian terms (see 4.3.4). It is 'based on the assumption that no

probabilities can be attached to the defined states [of nature] to
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reflect differences in their assessed chances of occurrence'

(Anderson et al 1977, 204). Game theory is irrelevant if Knightian

risk and uncertainty are identical constructs and if decision theory

is relevant (Anderson et al 1977, 204).

Game theory can be applied to planning situations which differ

from that described above. In situations where it is not meaningful

to identify competitors (for example, a scientist making decisions

about research strategy; see Edwards 1954) or where competitors are

not in direct, firm-to-firm competition (as is the case for much

farm planning decision making), nature can be regarded as the

competitor (see Edwards 1954).

To assume, by regarding nature as a competitor, that nature is

malevolent or hostile, seems to be an anthropomorphism (Anderson et

al 1977). A kinder interpretation of this assumption, and one more

in accordance with the rationale for so regarding nature in game

theory, would be that it reflects pessimism in the face of

uncertainty: if anything can go wrong, it will. (Hurwicz (1951)

has attempted, not very satisfactorily, to account formally for the

degree of optimism or pessimism a given decision maker brings to a

decision problem). Edwards (1954) noted that, while nature may not

be hostile, she is certainly not helpful since she frequently does
•

not permit the assignment of probabilities to possible outcomes.

The decision criterion most closely identified with an

assumption that nature is hostile is minimising the maximum loss

('minimax loss') or maximising the minimum gain ('maximin gain')

(Edwards 1954). According to this approach, strategy is selected so

as to minimise loss (or maximise gain) if the worst possible state

of nature occurs.

Other criteria have been proposed, such as minimaxing regret

(measured as the difference between the best possible outcome and

outcomes associating with other strategies), maximising maximum

expected gain, and maximising some weighted average of minimum and

maximum gains (Edwards 1954). 	 'None of these principles commands
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general acceptance; each can be made to show peculiar consequences

under some conditions' (Edwards 1954, 52). This characteristic of

the various criteria is obviously a fundamental problem but it

should not be permitted to obscure other benefits which game theory

can afford, however (see below).

Much the most significant drawback of game theory has been

argued to be that it is substantially 'neither directly operational

nor implementable' (Starr 1971, 168). The kinds of problems which

can undermine the relevance of game theory to decision making

include the possibility that more than two people may be playing a

game (creating collusion possibilities) and the possibility that all

players in a game are not equally rational. Starr (1971) considers

these and other problems in detail.

Work by McInerney (1967; 1969), however, indicates that game

theory should not be dismissed too readily as a farm planning

technique. A combination of a game theory approach, linear

programming, and selective representation of the (uncertain)

planning environment may lead to the identification of plans likely,

at least, to satisfy the chosen game theoretic criterion. This

falls short of a capacity to identify optimal strategy but the

approaches McInerney canvasses have considerable practical relevance

for those who reject decision theoretic approaches Jo farm planning.

Game theory seems to have little to offer farmers wishing to

identify optimal strategy. This is unfortunate given that game

theory was intended to deal with uncertainty of the kind for which

decision theory may be inappropriate. It is important to note,

however, that game theory does require decision makers to

contemplate explicitly alternative actions they might take in

future, bearing in mind the characteristics the future might have.

That is, game theory tends to draw attention to questions of

action:environment relations; it encourages the focusing of

attention on strategy formulation. Dillon (1962) (implicitly) and

Kaufmann (1968) both note this characteristic. Game theory differs
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from decision theory in this respect. To this extent game theory is

more related to planning (rather than plan selection) than decision

theory.

5.4.1.3 Summary 

Decision theorists, because they assume that it is possible to

measure perceived uncertainty validly in all decision making

situations, reject game theory and the choice strategies contained

within it. It seems unlikely that decision theorists are correct in

their assumption, however. Matters considered in Chapter 4 with

regard to eliciting valid subjective probabilities, and issues

raised in 5.4.1, above, lead to this conclusion. It appears that

the valid measurement of uncertainty may not be possible in all

circumstances.

Decision theory and game theory may therefore be complements

rather than perfect substitutes. Game theory, however, appears to

suffer considerable flaws as well as problems of application.

The doubts about the universal relevance of decision theory and

about the assumptions, particularly about nature or other opponents,

in game theory impel one to consider alternative approaches to

defining appropriate strategy. Since the use ,A both decision

theory and game theory is called into question by issues related to

the nature of uncertainty, the analysis of environments by Emery and

Trist (1965) reported in Chapter 2 seems to be particularly useful.

The requirement to assume, for practical purposes, the homogeneity

of uncertainty (in decision theory) and the homogeneity of opponents

(in game theory) appears to seriously constrain the usefulness of

those techniques.

In 5.4 a number of planning techniques are surveyed. Some of

them incorporate aspects of decision theory and are subject,

therefore, to comments made about decision theory in this section.
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5.4.2 Budgeting and related techniques 

Budgeting is 'the detailed quantitative statement of a farm

plan, or a change in farm plan, and the forecast of its financial

result' (Barnard and Nix 1979, 314). If applied to alternative

plans budgeting can enable them to be ranked in terms of

satisfaction of financial objectives. This use is likely, as well,

to reveal prominent characteristics of the economy of the farm.

A variation on the budgeting theme is ordered budgeting. This

technique uses gross margins per hectare for alternative enterprises

as a basis for construction of farm plans.

Neither form of budgeting is capable of identifying optimal

plans. The techniques are informal and do not embody optimising

algorithms.

Program planning is similar to budgeting in that its use does

not require access to a digital computer. In many other respects it

differs from budgeting. Most pertinently, it 'has the definite goal

of profit maximisation' (Barnard and Nix 1979, 330).

The capacity of program planning to identify optimal strategies

is no greater than that of linear programming, unless the latter is

applied singly to a planning problem. In this case program

planning, which is a technique with which the farmer can interact as

it is used,-may facilitate adjustments to constraints, for example

(Barnard and Nix 1979).

Generally, program planning can be classified as a technique

based on a static deterministic model and the evaluation of these in

the next section is applicable.

5.4.3 Models in planning aids 

Alternative classifications of models available to farm planners

have been proposed (e.g. Anderson 1972; Throsby 1974). The use of
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the word models reflects the fact that the planning techniques

embodied in these aids are appended to formal methods of

representing (aspects of) farm planning problems.

Anderson's classificatory scheme is adopted here since it

'provides a convenient frame of reference' (Anderson 1972, 111). He

groups models according to: '(i) whether or not a model is

explicitly time-dependent; (ii) whether or not a model incorporates

probabilistic (stochastic) elements; and (iii) whether or not a

model serves to optimise a specified goal function' (Anderson 1972,

111).

5.4.3.1 Static deterministic models 

Optimising models within this category include econometric

models utilising marginal analysis, and linear non-stochastic

programming models. Econometric models are typically of response

functions and can be used to identify optimal resource use. When

developed for systems which are complex, such as farms, 'such models

become unwieldy '(Anderson 1972, 115).

Linear programming models can be used to optimise a (linear)

objective	 function	 subject	 to	 various	 specified	 (linear)•
constraints. The considerable contribution linear programming can

make to the identification of optimal plans for complex systems is

indicated by the persistent interest in the technique since its

first appearance (during World War II; see Starr 1971) despite the

limiting assumptions inherent in the technique (Cocks 1968). As

with all models, the degree to which assumptions limit the

usefulness of linear programming is contingent on their impact on

its isomorphism, and the degree to which this impact is understood

by the decision maker. Appreciation of the impediments to the

isomorphism of any model is basic to the choice of systems and

problems to which to apply the model.

Lower level, or tactical, plans in a planning hierarchy are made

ultimately in a static, deterministic context of the kind
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susceptible to replication by linear programming. Specific

objectives and constraints are derived from higher level, or

strategic, plans which should cater for dynamic and stochastic

characteristics of the planning situation. That is, strategic plans

are responsive to the threats to optimal performance, whereas

tactical plans are those designed to optimise performance within the

strategy selected. By way of emphasis of this relationship,

strategic plans will very likely specify conditions under which

tactical plans are to be re-assessed.

Assuming that the assumptions in linear programming do not

violate isomorphism excessively, linear programming may make a

considerable contribution to the development of subjectively

organisationally rational tactical plans. For higher level plans

which must negotiate the dynamism and stochasticity in the planning

situation, static deterministic models may lead a planner away from

rational behaviour.

Non-optimising static deterministic models (such as parametric

budgeting and Monte Carlo programming; the latter generating

numerous solutions) do not offer the same potential contribution to

tactical planning since they are non-optimising. They suffer as

well from the restricted relevance shared by all static

deterministic models.

5.4.3.2 Dynamic deterministic models 

Included in this category are time-dependent production function

models, dynamic programming, recursive linear programming and

multiperiod linear programming. All of these are optimising models.

Anderson notes that 'since [agricultural] production is seldom

deterministic and conditions inevitably change over time, most of

the information generated in such multiperiod models for periods

other than the first is not very useful except in solving the

first-period decision' (Anderson 1972, 113). 	 Given this, for
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strategic and tactical plans, dynamic deterministic models offer no

advance in rationality over static deterministic models.

Non-optimising models, such as dynamic parametric budgeting and

deterministic simulation are even less attractive than optimising

models in terms of contributing to rational planning. As well as

assuming determinism, these models are not designed to optimise.

All non-optimising deterministic models, whether static or

dynamic, have an educational potential probably greater than that of

optimising deterministic models. In terms of contributing to

rational planning this appears to be their only role, however, and

the question is begged whether this contribution is sufficient to

warrant their use by planners.

5.4.3.3 Static stochastic models 

Stochasticity can only be treated in models when relevant

uncertainty .and attitudes toward it have been measured. The

measured uncertainty is required for simulation of the environment,

and the attitude to it is required for inclusion in the objective

function of these models. For these reasons 'modern decision theory

can be regarded as encompassing all stochastic optimising models•
used in management' (Anderson 1972, 113).

Since 'dynamic' and 'stochastic' are related concepts, 'static'

here refers to situations where all the significant time-related

aspects are captured by the representation of stochasticity. That

is, a dynamic dimension does not exist.

Mathematical programming models incorporating stochastic

elements have attracted considerable interest in the farm planning

literature (Anderson 1972, Throsby 1974). Two main approaches have

been adopted.

Quadratic programming involves 'the extremisation of a quadratic

[objective] function subject to linear constraints' (Throsby 1974,
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156) based on the assumption that the decision maker seeks to

maximise	 expected	 income	 and	 minimise	 income	 variance

simultaneously. 'Computational difficulties' in the solution of

quadratic programming models (Anderson 1972, 113; Throsby 1974,

156) have been addressed by the development of simplified approaches

such as 'minimising total absolute deviations of income [MOTAD] as a

measure of risk in linear programming models' (Anderson 1972, 114;

see also Hardaker and Troncoso 1979), and separable or parametric

linear programming methods.

Stochastic programming is the rubric for the other main

approach, 'covering a variety of means of introducing random

elements into the objective function, technical coefficients and/or

constraint levels of a programming model' (Throsby 1974, 156).

Non-optimising static stochastic models 'have received only

minimal attention' (Anderson 1972, 114). Conceptual 'near

neighbours', which do not represent stochasticity explicitly,

include sensitivity analysis, parametric linear programming and

suboptimal programming. As with non-optimising models considered

above, the primary role of this group seems to be an educational one.

The evaluation of the contribution of optimising static•
stochastic models is included with that of their dynamic

counterparts.

5.4.3.4 Dynamic stochastic models 

Optimising dynamic stochastic models include stochastic linear

programming and stochastic recursive programming. Such models are

'destined to be large and perhaps temporarily beyond feasible

computability' (Anderson 1972, 114). Computability constraints have

persisted since this observation was made, and will continue until

serial processing is displaced by parallel processing of data by

computers (T.G. MacAulay, personal communication, 1984). Means of

making such models soluble include the treatment of dynamic aspects

by decomposition methods, the use of criteria such as ruin avoidance
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to handle uncertainty elements, or discrete stochastic programming.

(Throsby 1974).

Anderson et al (1977, 230), whilst noting that mathematical

programming models generally 'provide perhaps the best

representation of the whole-farm planning problem' have argued that

the limitations in scope and power of stochastic programming methods

indicate that 'for many stochastic farm planning problems it may be

sensible to turn away from mathematical programming and to look

instead to methods of finding approximate optima' (Anderson et al

1977, 231).

Apart from the 'straightjacket' mathematical programming models

impose on the representation of a planning situation, the

difficulties stochastic programming methods generate are predictable

from the effectiveness with which they can represent a farm planning

problem. The so-called 'curse of dimensionality' (Anderson et al

1977, 229), which demands vast resources or ad hoc simplifications

to solve a program, is a problem arising from the ability, afforded

by such models, to remove most limitations on the manipulation of

relevant data. That is, having relaxed the bounds imposed by the

limitations of the human brain, a question arises as to when and

how, rationally, should the investment of time and effort in•
planning activity be stopped. The answer seems'to be that, given

the limiting assumptions and straightjacketing involved in

programming from the start (Anderson et al 1977, Byrne 1972), the

cost of useful solutions is such that a question arises as to

whether it is rational to use the methods for dynamic, stochastic

planning situations.

Non-optimising models to apply to dynamic stochastic situations

have come to the fore in recent years (Anderson et al 1977, Throsby

1974). Under the somewhat misleading rubric 'simulation' are an

infinite variety, potentially, of models of a planning situation.

These models do not include, necessarily, any core technique such as

mathematical programming. They are flexible and permit 'the analyst
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to represent the real system in whatever way he judges to be most

appropriate' (Anderson et al 1977, 230; see also Anderson 1974).

Commonly such models represent stochasticity by randomly

sampling from appropriate distributions (Throsby 1974), a device

referred to as 'Monte Carlo' sampling. The distributions are those

elicited from the decision maker.

The 'price' of the flexibility that simulation models afford is

the abandonment of an optimising algorithm although a variety of

search procedures for location of optima have been developed (see

Harrison 1978).

It is pertinent to note that the incapacity of a model to locate

the optimal plan may be a trivial limitation in many cases. A valid

simulation model, given a good level of decision maker interaction

with its designer/operator, may provide information which will lead

to better plans than plans generated without the use of such an

aid. Any planning aid may achieve this via its educational role.

It would be inappropriate to isolate optimality as the dominant

criterion if one suspects that major gains in subjective

organisational rationality are made available by models which cannot

locate optima deliberately. •

Some simulation models are surveyed in Throsby (1974). Among

these are mixed models, such as Monte Carlo programming, where the

substantial cost and effort involved in constructing models which do

not have a central algorithm are lessened. This is achieved by

using a programming model which seems to be a reasonable

representation of aspects of the farm's operations.

Assessing the degree of concordance between model behaviour and

system behaviour is a major problem in simulation models (Throsby

1974; Anderson 1974). This is true also in mathematical

programming models, albeit less often recognised to be a problem

(Anderson 1972). The importance of isomorphism and the essentially
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subjective nature of validation (Anderson 1972) serve to emphasise

the importance of the involvement of the decision maker in the model

building process.

Models which can deal with uncertain and dynamic elements of

planning environments are presumed clearly in the literature to be

appropriate to 'whole-farm planning' (e.g. Anderson et al 1977).

Consideration of aspects of such models are considered below.

5.5 Formal Representation of Stochasticity 

The principle means of representing the stochasticity attaching

to some element of environments, Monte Carlo sampling, draws from a

probability distribution elicited, typically, from the relevant

decision maker. This approach relies fundamentally on the validity

of such distributions as representations of relevant uncertainty.

The discussion in Chapter 4 impels some doubt as to the

correctness of relying on elicited probability distributions and,

consequentially, some doubt also as to the rationality of using them

in models to the exclusion of all other expressions of uncertainty.

If ambiguity is not perceived by the decision maker to exist with

respect to a set of states of nature, there is no problem.

Otherwise, however, the use of the elicited distribution means that

some aspects of belief are being ignored in the modelling process,

with the attendant threat to rationality. Given that it is probably

less heroic to assume that farmers face environments characterised

by unstable probability distributions than to assume the converse,

the representation of stochasticity is a serious problem for those

using models.

The major implication for planning aids of the possible

existence of ambiguity is that models cannot be designed in such a

way as to accommodate such belief. Planning in such a context

requires some attention to higher order considerations; those

things Menges (1965) referred to as 'predecisions'. Starr (1971)
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described predecisions as being the activity of deciding when, on

what, and at what cost should decision making activity be

undertaken. Alternative purposes to which decision making resources

might be applied include: 'creating strategies, learning about

environments, improving forecasts, reducing error in measurement, or

gaining control over environments' (Starr 1971, 198). These

activities can be argued to be more important in the planning

process than choosing among plans (Reisch 1971, 202).

5.6 Predecisions in Farm Planning Contexts 

All of the planning aids surveyed in this chapter assess the

consequences, more or less realistically, of actions (or

enterprises) which are designed (or selected) exogenously to the

aids. In terms of the general approach to planning proposed in

Chapter 2, these aids serve only a limited part of the sequence of

activities planning involves. Indeed all of the models surveyed can

be described as belonging to the subset of planning aids denoted as

decision aids.

Each of the models is designed to represent the planning

environment, at most, to the extent that this is necessary to

evaluate pre-specified alternative actions.	 None of them•
incorporates an algorithm involving environmental search with a

purpose of identifying novel actions. The educational value of the

models is restricted inevitably to those aspects of the system, the

environment, and interactions between them pertinent to the

pre-specified actions.

Of even greater concern is the disinterest in the literature,

despite Kennedy (1971; 1974), in control as an aspect of farm

planning. It has been argued in Chapter 2 that control and planning

are practically identical concepts, and it follows that planning in

dynamic, stochastic environments involves consideration of when to

re-plan (control). Even in those models explicitly dealing with

dynamism and stochasticity, the focus of analytical attention is the
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first decision or plan in a sequence. The timing of subsequent

decisions or plans is typically ignored (apart from some quite

limited exercises; see Barnard and Nix 1979; Kennedy 1981).

The planning aids surveyed neither aid the generation of new

actions (plans) directly, nor provide relevant advice for action

subsequent to the determination of the first or current plan. Their

contribution to organisational rationality seems to be local with

respect to time and action alternatives.

5.7 Overview

Planning aids which are designed to indicate outcomes of actions

in dynamic, stochastic environments are perceived by some reviewers

(Anderson 1972, Throsby 1974) to afford considerable assistance to

'whole-farm' planning. Static deterministic models are perceived to

offer much less.

None of the models treat directly analysis of the planning

environment for threats or opportunities, the search for new action,

nor, as generally used, post-plan control activity.

With respect to ambiguity relating to environments, the
•

subjectivist attitude prevails: uncertainty does , not exist outside

properly elicited probability distributions. In our view this

approach endangers rationality; part of the decision maker's set of

relevant beliefs is ignored. This sin of omission is not redressed,

as it might be, by explicit attention to control procedures in the

models. That is, using this approach one can effectively ignore

variety in the environment of which the decision maker is aware.

The approach exacerbates this risk to rationality and performance by

failing to force consideration of the variety in responses the

decision maker might maintain as the plan is pursued.

The models all are used on the assumption, to a greater or

lesser extent, that higher order plans in the planning hierarchy
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have already been made. Particularly, the assumption is made that

the timing of re-planning of productive activity has been determined

irrevocably regardless of the pattern of future events which become

manifest; the models embody no criteria for re-planning which are

related to characteristics of the planning environment.

A variety of questions have been raised in this chapter about

the planning aids surveyed. These may provoke doubts about their

validity as aids to rational decision. As well, there is a list of

important functions the models cannot perform, or are not generally

used to perform. Whether these limitations can be overcome to a

degree which would warrant the judgement that a farmer would

increase the subjectively organisational rationality of his planning

by using the aids is not at all clear. Currently, to use any of the

models in all but the most circumspect of ways would seem to pose a

threat rather than an aid to rationality. Such circumspect use may

well not justify the investment involved in applying any of the

models.

For assistance in the whole planning task, farmers may be well

advised to look elsewhere. Farm planning theorists, likewise, may

be 'well advised to spend relatively more time to analyse the nature

of the problem to be solved and less on calculi' (Eisgruber and
•

White 1971, 393).

5.8 Conclusion 

The models and techniques surveyed in this chapter are decision

aids. The analysis of planning problems using these aids requires

that the problems be cast into a decision making format. This is as

true for decision theory and game theory as for the other models

considered. In terms of the steps involved in planning (Chapter 2),

these aids contribute to only one step, that of plan selection.

The analysis of the planning environment and the development of

alternative plans, both of which are pivotal to long run
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organisational performance, do not fall within the analytical ambit

of these aids. Given this, one could argue that, a priori, the aids

are constrained to contribute little to rational planning in any

given application. Even aids which might facilitate good decision

making may contribute little to rationality; this depends on the

relevance of the decision in question to rationality.

The aids surveyed are limited in their usefulness to plan

selection decisions for either of two reasons. Deterministic aids

are plainly restricted in their relevance to planning decisions in

the Australian farm planning environment, displaying considerable

stochasticity as it does. Stochastic aids are restricted by, inter

alia, the problems associated with representing stochastic, and

therefore uncertain, environments.

There are indications in this chapter that the usefulness of a

variety of existing farm planning aids is cast into doubt by, inter

alia, difficulties associated with modelling the planning

environment as perceived by the farmer. Such doubt is consistent

with the argument in Chapter 3 that the Australian farm planning

environment has important 'turbulent field' elements, and that the

comprehensive specification of on-farm planning problems is

therefore inevitably difficult and ultimately spurious.
•

The possible usefulness of farm planning aids is further

restricted by their apparent orientation to only the plan selection

part of the planning process. This appears to be a restriction

which is a consequence of the narrow conceptualisation of farm

planning among researchers (3.2.1).

There are two major implications of the findings of the survey

in this chapter. The first is that farm planning should not be

defined as narrowly as has been the case to date in the literature.

A broader approach, such as that presented in Chapters 2 and 3, is

necessary. Otherwise there is the possibility that the existence of

so-called planning aids will induce analysts to exclude relevant

matters from their view when conceptualising the planning task.
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This effect can flow from the fact that these aids are basically

only decision aids.

The second implication is that, at the least, suggestions made

in Chapter 3 that farm planning may be non-rational (subjectively,

organisationally) are not disconfirmed by the arguments in this

chapter. It will be recalled that enterprise mix decisions are the

particular set of decisions regarded in this study as the most

important set with strategic characteristics. All of the aids

considered in this chapter can be applied to such decisions.

In the next chapter, the effect of enterprise mix decisions on

farm performance is investigated to test, in an experimental

context, the argument presented in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 6

ENTERPRISE MIX PLANNING - AN EXPERIMENT

6.1 Introduction 

The reasoning in preceding chapters leads to doubt about the

feasibility of controlling organisational performance in any

substantial and consistent way by focusing planning effort on

on-farm activity exclusively. The argument has been put, in Chapter

3, that if one accepts a description of important elements of the

farm planning environment as 'turbulent fields', plans for on-farm

activity are peripheral to long run farm financial performance. In

Chapters 4 and 5 this same conclusion has been hinted at, at least,

by means of consideration of the quality of relevant information

available to a planner and the consequent usefulness of techniques

the planner may use to assist on-farm planning.

The experiment reported herein is an attempt to test the

validity of the proposition that on-farm enterprise planning does

not afford sufficient control over long-run financial performance to

warrant the allocation of effort to it by a farm manager.
•

6.2 Hypothesis 

The working hypothesis to be tested was: that variations in

total gross margin correlate positively with variations in the

responsiveness of farm plans to changes in expected output prices

from year to year, ceteris paribus.

The hypothesis was designed to test whether adjustments to

enterprise mix plans in response to changing expected output prices

are likely to be organisationally rational for a given type and size

of farm.
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6.3 Design of the Experiment 

The experimental procedure adopted was composed of several

stages. First, optimal farm plans were derived, using a formal farm

planning technique for a given farm, for a range of expected output

prices for each year over a 19 year period. The optimal plan was

derived, as well, for the actual output prices for each year.

Total, costless flexibility in year to year plan changes was assumed

initially.

Subsequently, flexibility was successively reduced by the

introduction of a one year lag in farm adjustment, then longer

lags. Using the gross margin of the optimal plan for actual prices

as the criterion, the effects on gross margin of errors in forecasts

and of decreasing flexibility were identified.

6.3.1 Assumptions 

The extent to which results obtained from a study of this kind

are generalisable depends on the conditions attaching to them.

Whenever assumptions were necessary they were made in a way which

did not reduce the degree to which the results could be

generalised. In an hypothesis testing context such an approach can
•

be described as conservative; it has the purpose of minimising the

possibility of Type I error (rejecting the hypothesis when it is in

fact true).

Several assumptions were made during the design of the

experiment. One was that output prices constitute the variable

that, among the variables that fluctuate, is most important in

determining the potential profitability of on-farm activity. Other

variables are important; climatic characteristics and input costs,

for example, fluctuate and affect the returns to on-farm activity.

However, the enterprise mix of a farm substantially determines the

extent to which allocative efficiency is achieved for a given output

price regime.
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Another assumption was that, for an individual farm, the

variances of planning-related variables are independent. That is, a

farmer cannot rely on, or plan for the consequences of fluctuations

in one variable being offset by the consequences of fluctuations in

other variables. Variables here are defined generally, so that the

suggestion is that yield variations, for example, cannot be counted

on to offset fluctuations in output prices (see 2.6.4).

Multiple enterprise farms were assumed to afford a farmer

greater flexibility of resource use than single enterprise farms.

The returns from planning to a more flexible farm should be a more
reliable indicator of the likely value, generally, of planning.

That is, managers of multiple enterprise farms can be assumed to

have greater variety in their responses (2.3.3). This is analogous

to the rationale for enterprise diversification (Heady 1952). If

this variety is inadequate, farmers with less variety are in a still

worse situation.

A criterion was required for the assessment of the extent of

control, as defined in this study, the subject farmer has over farm

performance. The objective to be satisfied by planning had to be

chosen for its appropriateness in these terms. Farmers can be

assumed confidently to have multiple objectives (see Gasson 1973).
•

It seems likely, as well, that objectives to be served by a plan in

any given period will take the form of aspiration levels rather

than, for example, a wish to maximise the extent of satisfaction of

each objective (see 2.4.3.1). That is, objectives that farmers have

are likely to be influenced by experienced achievement. Both the

nature of the objectives and the aspiration level for each may be

influenced by, inter alia, the farmer's experience.

To assess absolute control it would be inappropriate to use

objectives (as criteria) which may have been adjusted as a result of

past experience of control. For example, a farmer may have an

objective to achieve net income of some specific amount. If, as

seems possible, this aspiration level is a conservative sum relative
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to income levels achieved sometimes in the past, and is conservative

because the farmer perceives limited control over net income, the

objective would be inappropriate as a criterion in this study. The

ability to achieve the objective would indicate less about control

than it would about the nature of the farmer's consequential

adjustments to his objectives.

In this context, the most appropriate criterion for the

assessment of extent of control was decided to be the joint effects

of strategic plans and price variability on gross margin. The

objective chosen for the planning process was the maximisation of

gross margin. A more complicated objective could have been used but

would have been useless given the purpose of the experiment.

Other assumptions made during development of the simulation

model used, and other components of the experiment, are reported in

relevant following sections.

6.4 The Simulation Model 

A major task in the experiment was the generation of a range of

possible output-price environments the subject farmer may expect,

and the derivation of optimal plans for each environment.

Simulation techniques appeared to be most appropriate for this task.

The simulation model was composed of a model of a subject farm,

a model of the planning environment, a routine for simulating

forecast output prices, and a planning algorithm. These are

discussed in the following sections.

6.4.1 The subject farm

To maximise the generalisability of the results of the

experiment, a representative farm had to be identified which had a

relatively good capacity to produce alternative combinations of

commodities. Large wheat-sheep farms in the North West Slopes
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statistical division of New South Wales were selected as an

appropriate size and type to model.

The farm was represented in a linear programming model adapted

from the relevant matrix within the set comprising the Aggregative

Programming Model of Australian Agriculture (APMAA) developed at the

University of New England (Monypenny 1975; Wicks, Mueller, and

Crellin 1978). The physical characteristics of the farm, of the

population from which it was drawn, and of the matrix are presented

in Appendix 1.

The technical coefficients in the matrix are as at 1970-71.

Detailed validation of these coefficients was not attempted. Only

gross inaccuracies would have had implications for this experiment,

and such inaccuracies had been culled previously by APMAA personnel.

The technical coefficients were not varied at any stage in the

experiment, the price environment rather than the technological

environment being of primary interest.

The matrix embodied restrictions on changes to activities within

enterprises. In the context of the experiment, and of farms, such

changes are not strategic; 	 they are tactical adjustments to

production systems. In the cases where such *adjustments are

responses to expected prices (and expected gross margins across

alternative activities), realised gross margin may be affected by

changes to activities.

Activity changes do not afford greater control to a farmer,

however, at the level of strategy. Within the bounds on farm

performance created by the choice of enterprise mix, they influence

gross margin. They have no effect on the bounds to performance.

Moreover, changes to activity are independent of the strategic

alternatives to be considered in the experiment. Whatever the

responsiveness of farm plans to changes in expected prices, changes

in activities are persistently available. Ignoring the possibility
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of such changes seems to pose no threat to the validity of the

results of the experiment.

The costs and prices for buying and selling breeding stock were

not varied. This had no implications for the experiment as the

borrowing limit for interest free funds for the subject farm was set

so as to not influence optimal plans (Wicks et al, 1978). As well,

maximisation of gross margin was the objective, rather than net

worth, which would have been affected by the financial activities in

the matrix.

Crop rotation is common practice on Australian farms (Reynolds

and Gardiner 1980). It is adopted to capture the benefits from

complementary relationships. There are no crop rotation constraints

in the model. The implications of this are considered in 6.8.1.3.

6.4.2 The planning algorithm 

Two criteria were used to select the planning algorithm. The

first was that, given that a purpose of the study was to establish a

priori the usefulness of any strategy dealing with on-farm activity,

an algorithm should be used in the experiment which was free of any

strategic component. Thus any algorithm which included a decision

theoretic approach, for example, would have led to results which

reflected the merits or otherwise of the choice strategy implicit in

decision theory (5.4.1.1).

The second criterion was to do with the analysis to be

undertaken of the simulation output. The analysis was to involve

consideration of possible sequences of plans over a period of 19

years. While this indicated that a recursive algorithm would be

appropriate, this was infeasible. A number of plans was to be

generated in each of the 19 years. The use of a recursive model

would have led to a totally unmanageable volume of output (see

6.7.2).
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The requirement in the experiment was for a planning algorithm

which did nothing more than identify the variety of plans which were

implied for the representative farm by the variety of price regimes

which could occur in a given year. Any planning strategy can be

regarded as leading, in effect, to some degree of responsiveness in

adjustment to expected prices. By using an algorithm which

generated plans on the basis of maximum responsiveness, the returns

to various lesser degrees of responsiveness can be assessed. By

implication, findings with respect to the hypothesis should span all

conceivable strategies related to enterprise mix planning, given
that each implies responsiveness in adjustment.

Linear programming (LP) was chosen as the planning algorithm.

Specifically, the LP algorithm from the APMAA set of computer

routines (Monypenny 1975) was used. The assumptions underlying LP

were not perceived to carry any implications of note for the

experiment.

6.4.3 The planning environment 

The primary concern in representing the planning environment was

to capture reasonably well the variations that can occur in output

prices and input costs. As indicated there was assumed to be no

variability in yield and no difference between planned and achieved

yield.

6.4.3.1 Output prices and input costs 

One approach to the modelling of output price variability would

have been to take pseudo-random samples from some underlying

frequency distributions of relevant prices. These distributions

would most reasonably be defined using the time series of each

output price over some appropriate historical period.

The major problem with this approach is that, for a mixed farm,

the absolute prices of individual commodities are less relevant than

the relative prices across the commodities that might be produced on

the subject farm. The frequency distribution of relative prices
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would seem a more appropriate one to sample, particularly as this

approach would draw less strongly on (largely implicit) assumptions

of independence between commodity price formation processes than

does the alternative approach. This latter approach was adopted.

Output prices for the period 1953 to 1971 were used. The first

year in the series was selected on the basis that prices for some of

the relevant products were not recorded in usable form prior to

1953. The final year was selected on the basis that technical

coefficients in the matrix were as at 1971.

Variable costs were deflated from the 1971 values recorded in

the matrix to bring them to their nominal values for each year.

Output prices were also held at their nominal values. Nominal

values were used because it is possible that variable costs and

output prices were not completely independent. The series of

nominal prices are presented in Appendix 2.

To summarise, the farm was to be exposed to samples of nominal

output prices and nominal input costs, and to constant climatic

conditions, year by year. It was intended that the relative prices

should be a representation of the variability in relative prices

that farmers can experience in Australia.
•

6.4.3.2 Representation of uncertainty 

The final consideration relating to the representation of the

environment was to do with uncertainty.

Variable costs were assumed to be anticipated by farmers from

year to year with complete accuracy. To the extent that this

assumption overstates the ability of farmers to forecast costs, the

risk of committing a Type I error was reduced (see 6.3.1).

No information exists indicating the capacity of Australian

farmers to forecast output prices. The Commonwealth Bureau of
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Agricultural Economics (BAE) issues one-year ahead price forecasts

for the majority of agricultural products produced in Australia. On

the assumption that BAE forecasts are no less accurate than those of

most farmers, the errors in BAE forecasts were used to represent

errors farmers make.

An alternative approach would have been to assume that the way

farmers make forecasts can be modelled using some distributed lag or

adaptive expectations approach. There is little evidence to suggest

that such approaches capture adequately the expectations-forming

processes of farmers (Fisher and Munro 1983). Moreover, the BAE has

achieved greater accuracy in forecasts than would a forecaster

relying on more formalised approaches (Freebairn 1975). The greater

accuracy of the BAE forecasting record, relative to that which any

alternative forecasting approach would have achieved, means that the

use of BAE forecast errors minimised the risk of Type I error.

Such difficulties as the BAE experiences in forecasting prices

result from 'sources of variation (such as fluctuations in supply and

restriction of access to export markets) which one would not expect

farmers to be able to predict any more ably than the BAE.

For the calculation of forecast errors, the forecast and actual
•

prices for relevant commodities were collected for the period

1966-67 to 1976-77. The recency of these data, relative to the

price series used in the experiment, is explained by the assumption

that the ability of the BAE to forecast accurately is increasing

with time. The use of forecast errors of older vintage may have

misrepresented current forecasting ability. As well, one-year ahead

forecasts were not available for the whole period spanned by the

price data set.

The possibility that forecastability of prices may have differed

between the 1953-71 and 1976-77 period was considered. Had prices

in the latter period been easier to forecast accurately than the

former, the forecasting errors made in the experiment would be
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understated. This would favour strategies of high responsiveness

and acceptance of the hypothesis.

The alternative possibility, of the latter being more difficult

to forecast, if associated with higher price variability than

occurred in the earlier period, was expected to lead to the

deterioration in performance associated with errors being

understated. That is, errors would typically involve plans less

distant from the optimum in value than would have been the case had

more recent prices been used.

In terms of the matter of control, the fact that the

forecastability of prices may be unstable over time does nothing to

assist a manager. Mainly for this reason, the conclusion was drawn

that the joint use of data from both periods was appropriate for the

experiment.

Forecast error was calculated as the signed percentage

difference between forecast and actual prices, using actual price as

the denominator. On the assumption that errors of equal magnitude

could be made with positive or negative sign (that is,

optimistically or pessimistically), cumulative density functions

(CDFs) were formed using absolute error percentages. The signs on

errors were summarised in relative frequency distributions.

Equations were fitted to the CDFs and these were sampled in

Monte Carlo fashion in the experiment. Error signs were sampled

similarly (see 6.4.4.). No systematic association between any two

error distributions (CDFs) could be found. The fitted equations

seemed to be mutually independent. The BAE error series, the

forecast error equations and relative frequencies of error signs are

presented in Appendix 3.

6.4.4 The simulation program

For each of the 19 years of price data the following steps were

followed:
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(i) A pseudo-random number generator was used to

generate two numbers. Each was treated as a

fraction. One was interpolated into the equation

of the CDF for a commodity to yield an absolute

percentage forecast error. The other pseudo-random

number was applied to the relative frequency table

for the same commodity to identify a sign on the

percentage forecast error. This step was carried

out for each commodity 40 times, using different

pseudo-random numbers. (40 samplings were assumed

to be sufficient for the experiment).

(ii) The signed percentage error was applied to the

actual price of the commodity in the year to create

a forecast price.

(iii) On the basis of each of the sets of the forecast

prices for all relevant commodities, an optimal

farm plan was derived.

(iv) An optimal farm plan was derived on the basis of

the actual prices of commodities.

Thus, for each of the 19 years (1953-71) of price data, an
•

optimal farm plan was generated together with 40 plans which were

optimal for the variously inaccurate forecast prices.

The simulation was run on an ICL 1904A computer at the

University of New England. FORTRAN was the programming language.

Some 65 minutes of central processing unit (CPU) time was consumed

by the simulation.

The simulation program appears as Appendix 4.

6.5 Validation of the Simulation Program

Validation of simulation models is a problematical matter (see

Wright 1971; Anderson 1972). The structure and purpose of the
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simulation in the present experiment were such that most of the

difficult issues were side-stepped. The only aspect of the

simulation where the concordance with the real world was at issue

was the percentage forecast error distributions. These should have

conformed with the BAE distributions on which they were predicated.

6.5.1 Forecast error magnitudes 

The Kolmogorov-Smirnoff one sample test (Siegel 1956) was

applied to forecast error magnitudes. The error percentages for

wheat and beef prices were acceptable at the 20% level of

confidence. That is, the probability that the greatest absolute

deviation between expected frequency and (simulation-)achieved

frequency could occur given the expected frequency distribution was

greater than 20%.

Simulated forecast error percentage distributions for all other

commodity prices failed the test, when the critical value was set at

20% confidence. However, all of these failures were the result of

the simulated frequencies being more conservative, lower errors

appearing more frequently than in the BAE distributions.

6.5.2 Forecast error signs 
•

The sign rules functioned properly, with a tendency to be

optimistic, favouring positive signs slightly. The worst result was

that for the sign on sheep price forecast error percentages which

was positive 21% more often than should have been the case. The

sign rule simulation was accepted as satisfactory.

The test results, sign rule performance and graphs of BAE and

simulated forecast error distributions appear in Appendix 5.

The simulation component of the experiment generated a

reasonable analogue of the uncertain price environment the subject

farmer might encounter. There was a tendency for the farmer to make
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rather more accurate forecasts than is likely in fact. 	 This

tendency is acceptable as it mitigates against Type 1 error.

6.6 Introduction of Time Constraints to Plan Changes 

The simulation program was designed to identify the implications

of price variability and related uncertainty for farm planning where

farm adjustment was unconstrained. This was intended to provide

information about the 'pure' magnitude of the effects of price

variability. To test the hypothesis it was necessary to make

assumptions about the speed with which farmers could adjust their

farms.

The farm plans generated by the simulation program were expected

to be susceptible to grouping according to similarity of their

physical characteristics. Such grouping was planned to be made on

the basis that adjustments of plans from one to another within a

group could be assumed to be instantaneous, while adjustments

involving a shift to a new group would involve some time lag.

Discussions with farmers and colleagues indicated that major

changes, where one enterprise is substituted entirely for another,

would not take less than one year to achieve. One year was assumed•
to be the shortest possible period of adjustment from group to

group, given that groups are defined in quite gross terms. Groups

were to be defined as crop/sheep, crop/beef, beef/sheep, and so on.

As indicated, adjustments within a group were assumed to be readily

achieved.

A one year lag in adjustment between groups is, given the above

assumption, the highest degree of responsiveness to expected prices

that a farmer could display.

One year's lag means that a decision to change groups at the

beginning of one year has no effect until the next year. The change

process was assumed to have no costs and output was assumed to be
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not affected in the year of the decision to change. Thus, if a

crop/sheep plan was operating in year 1 and a decision to change to

sheep was made in year 2, income in year 2 was that for the

crop/sheep plan, and income in year 3 that for the sheep plan.

The further assumption was made that if expectations for year 3

indicated that the change decided upon in year 2 was no longer

appropriate, then that change could be aborted without cost. That

is, change only occurred if expectations in years 2 and 3 indicated

the same (new) group was appropriate.

The LP model of the farm is in no sense recursive. At every

iteration the farm commenced with the same opening stock of ewes and

cows, for example. The borrowing limit for the farm, however, was

such that this static character of the farm is not of concern.

Notionally, all changes in ewe or cow numbers are cashed at the end

of each year, and available funds enabled any technically feasible

expansions in sheep or beef enterprises to occur by purchase of the

required stock.

The absence of a crop rotation constraint is a problem for the

evaluation of lagged responses. Given the nature and scale of the

experiment it was not appropriate to incorporate rotation
•

constraints. The implications of the absence of these constraints
are considered in 6.8.1.3.

6.7 Results 

Analysis of the simulation results, as expected, proved to be

very time-consuming. This was a consequence of the volume of

results (779 farm plans) and the careful thought which had to be

given to the inferences which could and could not be drawn from them.

The sequence of actual relative prices used in the simulation

program is assumed to be representative, in terms of the temporal

instability of relative prices, of future sequences. In terms of
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the discussion in 4.3.1, the content of the price environment may be

different in the future, but the form is assumed to be

representative.

6.7.1 Performance without change constraints 

The first stage of the analysis of the simulation results was

the identification of the effects on total gross margin of errors in

forecasting. The effects are measured as deviations from the gross

margin which would have been achieved assuming perfect foresight.

For this stage, the assumption was made that farmers could adjust

their farms, without delay or cost, from one year to the next.

6.7.1.1 The range of _plans generated 

The plans which maximised gross margin for forecast prices in a

given year are called 'indicated plans'. The plan which maximised

gross margin for the actual prices in a given year is called the

'optimal plan'.

For the 19 years of simulation only 40 physically different

plans were generated. That is, while it was conceivable that there

may have been 779 different physical plans, the physical plans which

were indicated or optimal over the entire period numbered 40. The

physical characteristics of these plans, and their grouping by

enterprise mix, are presented in Appendix 6.

For subsequent analysis it was assumed that the 40 physical

plans comprised a reasonable representation of the plans which might

ever be adopted for the representative farm in the planning

environment 'as modelled. That is, a farmer seeking to maximise

gross margin over the period would adopt one or other of these 40

plans every year.

The gross margin achieved by each of the 40 plans in each of the

years is shown in Table 6.1. The gross margins are in terms of
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Table 6.1

Gross Margin Achieved by Each Plan in Each Year

1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971
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1960-61 dollars, and were calculated using the Consumer Price

Index. The gross margin associated with plans which were indicated

plans are enclosed in boxes for the year(s) in which they were

indicated plans.

The cumulative value, over the 19 years, of each plan is shown

in Appendix 7.

6.7.1.2 Performance of indicated plans 

The percentage of the optimal plan gross margin that indicated

plans achieved is summarised in Table 6.2. For the whole period,

45.5% of the indicated plans achieved the same gross margin as the

optimal plan. Invariably, these indicated plans were physically

identical to the optimal plan in the relevant year.

Over 90% of the indicated plans achieved gross margins which

were 90% or better of the gross margin associated with the optimal

plan.

The percentage of optimal plan gross margin achieved by the

indicated plan(s) with the lowest gross margin in each year is shown

in Table 6.3. As can be seen in the table, the lowest achievement

was 80.6% of the optimal plan gross margin.

6.7.2 Performance with change constraints 

The next stage of the analysis involved the introduction of

constraints to farm adjustment. It was assumed (in 6.6) that change

from plan group to plan group was impossible to achieve in less than

one year. To test the hypothesis it was necessary to consider the

gross margins achieved assuming firstly that the farmer adjusted in

one year and secondly that he adjusted less quickly.

A problem encountered at this stage of the analysis was the

number of indicated plans in each year. The number of possible
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Table 6.2

Percentage of Indicated Plans Achieving Various Proportions 

of Optimal Plan Value 

Year of	 Percentage of Plans Achieving n% of Optimum Value

Price Data n=100% 95%<n<100% 90%<n<95% 85%<n<90% n<85%

1953 52.5 22.5 0.0 22.5 2.5

1954 35.0 45.0 2.5 12.5 5.0

1955 22.5 27.5 37.5 7.5 5.0

1956 82.5 10.0 5.0 0.0 2.5

1957 25.0 35.0 37.5 0.0 2.5

1958 12.5 52.5 32.5 2.5 0.0

1959 30.0 55.0 15.0 0.0 0.0

1960 25.0 40.0 5.0 30.0 0.0

1961 10.0 52.5 30.0 7.5 0.0

1962 47.5 47.5 0.0 5.0 0.0

1963 30.0 40.0 27.5 2.5 0.0

1964 35.0 60.0 5.0 0.0 0.0

1965 30.0 20.0 25.0
,
25.0 0.0

1966 57.5 27.5 0.0 12.5 2.5

1967 40.0 52.5 2.5 0.0 5.0

1968 57.5 40.0 0.0 0.0 2.5

1969 85.0 15.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1970 95.0 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1971 92.5 7.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

Whole Period 45.5 34.5 11.8 6.7 1.5
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Table 6.3

Proportion of Optimal Value of Lowest 

Value Indicated Plans 

Year of
	

Percentage of Optimal

Price Data
	

Value for Lowest Value

Indicated Plan

1953 80.8

1954 83.5

1955 83.3

1956 83.5

1957 82.3

1958 88.3

1959 90.4

1960 87.9

1961 89.3

1962 88.7

1963 89.4

1964 94.9

1965 86.0

1966 81.7

1967 80.6

1968 79.2

1969 95.2

1970 96.3

1971 96.3
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sequences of indicated plans over the period was vast. To reduce

this number to manageable proportions, the assumption was made that

the farmer's price forecasts always led to plans which were in the

plan group which included the optimal plan. Thus, whatever plan the

farmer selected in 1954, his price forecasts were assumed to

indicate that crop/sheep would be the appropriate group in 1955,

since the optimal plan (number 7) was in that group. The forecasts

implying indicated plans in the crop/beef, beef/sheep and sheep

groups are therefore assumed not to have been made. The basis for

the 'appropriate group' assumption was that for all years except

1961, 1966 and 1968 the average value of indicated plans in the plan

group which included the optimal plan exceeded the average value of

indicated plans in other groups. The assumption therefore favours

acceptance of the hypothesis.

The initial plan was assumed to be plan number 1, the optimal

plan in the first year.

The assumption that the farmer always managed to locate the

right plan group is very favourable to acceptance of the

hypothesis. In every year, at least one indicated plan was in some

group other than that which included the optimal plan. As can be

seen in Table 6.1, indicated plans appeared commonly in at least

three groups. The implications of this 'correct group' assumption

are considered in 6.8.1.2.

Even with this assumption the number of sequences of indicated

plans (in the correct groups) was high and so switching within

groups was potentially frequent. That is, a large number of

sequences of specific plans was possible. To reduce this number and

establish the gross margins associated with alternative sequences of

indicated plans in the correct groups, an assumption about relevant

gross margins was required.

Two approaches were adopted. Under one approach, gross margin

was calculated as the average for all plans within the relevant
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group of plans. This approach may have generated an understatement

of the true value of the lagged adjustment, given that the farmer

would in fact have adopted an indicated plan within the relevant

group.

The second approach was to calculate gross margin as the average

of the indicated plans within the relevant group. The adjustment

model assumed in 6.6 could, however, lead to the farmer following a

plan which was in a group devoid of an indicated plan. Where this

occurred the average value of all plans in that group was used.

The cumulative value over the entire period of each of the 40

physical plans was calculated (Appendix 7). The plan groups were

then valued using the group average and indicated plan average

approaches explained above (Table 6.4). This was done to provide

plan sequence values for 'no plan change' scenarios. That is, one

no change sequence would be crop/sheep over the entire period. As

already explained, changes within the group are regarded as trivial

and ignored. Thus 'no change' group sequence values provided a

comparator for constrained adjustment sequences valued in similar

fashion.

The 'no-change' sequences were also valued using the average of
b

indicated plan gross margins each year for each group. Thus, for

crop/sheep in 1955, the value would have been the average of plans

2, 7, 8, 9 and 19. This valuation method implies an assumption that

the farmer, while not changing plan group at any stage, was

responding to his own forecasts to some extent by switching between

plans within the group. That is, he was choosing indicated plans.

As with the constrained adjustment scenario, when the plan group

contained no indicated plans, the group average gross margin was

used. For crop/sheep, this occurred for 1967-71.

The indicated plan average method provided a comparator for the

constrained adjustment sequences which were valued similarly.
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6.7.2.1 Effect of adjustment lags on plan performance 

Using the group average values, the one year delay constraint

led to plans being adopted with a total value for the period of

88.7% of actual optimum. Using the indicated plan average, the

value was 92.1% of optimum.

To evaluate the consequences of even slower rates of change

between groups, which involve deliberate tardiness by farmers (see

6.6), the value of changing groups after two years of forecasts

indicating change (plus the confirmation of them by those of the

year in which the change actually occurred) was calculated. For

group average values this was 86.3% of the value of optimal plans

and for the average of indicated plans, 91.4%. This degree of lag

is the longest which could lead to any change between groups, since

no group contained the optimal plan for more than three consecutive

years. That is, any slower adjustment would lead to no adjustment,

given the requirement for confirmation of expectations assumed in

the adjustment model.

The cumulative gross margins associated with alternative rates

of adjustment are presented in Table 6.4. The gross margins are

expressed as a percentage of the cumulative gross margin for optimal

plans. The gross margins are calculated on the
w
 two alternative

bases identified in 6.7.2. The value of plans involving no

between-group change for the period are included in Table 6.4 for

comparison. The sequence of plan groups for optimal plans, one year

lag and two year lag adjustment rates appear in Appendix 8.

6.8 Analysis of Results 

6.8.1 Hypothesis test 

Superficially, the results in Table 6.4 indicate that the

hypothesis should be accepted; greater responsiveness to price

expectations appears to result in higher gross margins. With the
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exception of stable crop/beef plans (valued at group average)

out-performing the two-year lag in adjustment, plan revision

according to expected prices performed better than plans which were

not changed. As well, faster adjustment led to better performance

than slower adjustment. There are several factors to be considered

before such an inference is drawn from the results, however.

6.8.1.1 Consideration of the costless change assumption 

The results assume that no costs are associated with plan

changes. This is a doubtful assumption. It is difficult to assess

whether costs of change would completely offset the apparent

benefits. For example, the benefits accruing to a one year lag

compared to a two year lag were $21 700 and $6 331 for group average

and indicated plan valuations respectively. Two additional changes

in plan were involved compared with the number of changes associated

with a two year lag. Changes would have to cost around $10 850 or

$3 165 each to offset the benefits of greater responsiveness.

6.8.1.2 Consideration of plan group selection assumption 

The assumption that the farmer could successfully forecast the

appropriate plan group also has to be taken into account when

considering the apparent confirmation of the hypothesis. The

effects of incorrect group selection were calculated to assess the

possible consequences of this assumption not obtaining.

The average effect of the farmer selecting plans which were

indicated but were not in the group containing the optimal plan was

calculated using the group average method of valuation. The effect

was a decrease in gross margin earned of 8.9%, with a population

standard deviation of 7.3%.

As percentages of the figures in Table 6.4, the mean

deterioration was 7.9% for the one year lag, and 7.5% for the two

year lag. The standard deviation was 6.5% and 6.2% respectively for

the one and two year lags.
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Using the indicated plan average method of valuation, the mean

decline was 6.7% and the standard deviation was 5.4%. In terms of

the values in Table 6.3, the mean was 6.0% and 5.8% for one and two

year lags respectively. The standard deviation was 5.0% and 4.9%

for the respective lags.

Although these reductions in performance are a measure of the

overstatement of plan performance associated with the 'right group'

assumption, they cannot logically be subtracted directly from the

lag performance figures in Table 6.4. All that they can be

interpreted as providing is some measure of the possible

consequences of relaxing the assumption of persistently correct plan

group choice.

6.8.1.3 Consideration of the assumption of no rotation constraint 

Crop rotation is common practice on Australian farms with mixed

enterprises (Reynolds and Gardiner 1980). The subject farm was

unrealistic for some of the plan switching scenarios, since crop

rotation was assumed not to occur.

The composition of the sequences of plans associated with the

two adjustment lags (Appendix 8) is such that, while the rotation

assumption may affect the validity of the value of each sequence,

little damage would seem likely to have been done to the reliability

of the indicated superiority of the one year lag over the two year

lag in terms of gross margin earned.

Moreover, within the groups of plans composed of crop and beef

or sheep, it would be possible, with most plans, to operate a

rotation by switching land from crop to stockfeed production and

vice versa. Thus the magnitude of the absolute effect of the

assumption on gross margin figures may not be significant.

In terms of the results reported in Table 6.4, plan groups with

no substantial (cash) cropping activity may be undervalued, under
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Table 6.4

Value of Plans Varying in Adjustment Rate 

Adjustment	 No. of Group	 Valued at	 Valued at
Rate	 Changes	 Group Averagel	Average of

Indicated Plansl

One Year Lag 4 88.7 92.1

Two Year Lag 2 86.3 91.4

No Change:

Crop/Sheep 0 78.7 83.5

Crop/Beef 0 86.8 87.9

Beef 0 81.2 81.8

Sheep 0 82.7 85.2

Beef/Sheep 0 83.9 87.1

Values are expressed as percentages of the value of optimal plans

for the whole period ($904 449).
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the 'no change' scenario, relative to plan groups with substantial

cropping and, potentially, a rotation constraint. This is because

the latter do not incur any costs of rotation in the model despite

the fact that the yield figures would include any yield gains

derived from rotation.

The similarity of the 'no change' crop/beef group performance

and the 'two-year lag' (group average valuation) performance, noted

in 6.8.1, would not be affected by invalidity of the assumption of

no rotation as the 'two-year lag' sequence is predominantly

crop/sheep or crop/beef (see Appendix 8).

Overall, it would not seem that the possible invalidity of the

rotation assumption affects the major features of the results of the

experiment.

6 .8 .1 .4 Summary 

The values of no change strategies and one and two year lags in

adjustment, regardless of the valuation method adopted, are close.

When the possible magnitude of overstatement of the values of one

and two-year lags in adjustment (associated with the assumption of

correct group selection) is considered, it would appear that there

is no certainty that the level of gross margin achieved is related

in a consistent way to the responsiveness of the farmer to price

expectations.

The reductions in gross margin associated with relaxation of the

group selection assumption (6.8.1.2) tend to undermine any

confidence one might have that the hypothesis is confirmed. That

is, there is little in the results of the experiment to suggest that

the degree of responsiveness the manager of the representative farm

displays to expected prices systematically affects farm gross

margin. When coupled with the fact that one no change approach

exceeded the value of the two-year lag approach, the possible
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effects of relaxing the group selection assumption (and the

assumption that change was costless) indicate that the hypothesis

should be regarded as unsupported.

6.8.2 Contributions to variability in gross margins 

The simulation output may be used to identify the contribution

to gross margin variability of price variability and forecast

errors. This is pertinent to the theoretical argument in Chapter 3

as to why one should expect planning to be unproductive, given

particular environmental conditions.

6.8.2.1 Effects of price variability 

The effect of price variability was derived by assuming perfect

one-year-ahead price forecasts. The assumption was continued that

change from one group of plans to another takes one year to affect.

The analysis of the effect of price variability then proceeded as

follows.

Commencing with the optimal plan in the first year (t), the

farmer forecasts accurately the price scenario for the next year

(t+1). If a new plan group, indicated as containing the optimal

plan for the next year (t+1), is the group that contains the optimal

plan for the following year (t+2), the farmer adjusts to the new

plan group in t+2. If the appropriate group in t+2 is not the same

group as in t+1, the farmer does not change from the plan group he

was in in the first year (t). Whichever group he is in, the

specific plan he adopts is that with the highest gross margin within

the group.

This procedure thus maintains the assumption that change can be

initiated and aborted without penalty.

With perfect foresight (one year ahead) and the one year lag in

adjustment, gross margin was 94.2% of the value which could be
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achieved with total farm flexibility. This near 6% decline relative

to optimal performance is a measure of the impact of price

variability given the feasible rate of adjustment assumed for the

farmer. This rate of adjustment is a function of the length of

production cycles (see 2.6.2). That is, year-to-year variations in

output prices, coupled with constraints on the ability of farmers to

adjust their enterprise mix, 'cost' about 6% of potential gross

margin. With the longer, two-year lag in adjustment the effect of

price variability is about 7% (Table 6.5).

6.8.2.2 Effects of forecast error 

The effects of forecast error can be inferred to be the

difference between the one-year lag results in Table 6.4 and optimal

performance less the effect of variability alone (calculated above).

Assuming that plans are made which achieve the average of

indicated plans in the appropriate group, the one-year lag

adjustment has a value of 92.1% of the optimum (Table 6.4).

Assuming group average values, one-year lag change has a value of

88.7% of the optimum (Table 6.4). Therefore, forecast error

contributes a deterioration of between 2.1% and 5.5% in addition to

the effect of price variability (Table 6.5).

If it is true, as indicated in 6.8.1.4 that the gain to greater

responsiveness to output price expectations is trivial or

non-existent, the 2.1% to 5.5% drop in performance is approximately

the total effect on performance of errors in the farmer's

forecasts. That is, since different levels of responsiveness to

price expectations yield almost similar performance, the sole impact

farmers have on their performance, in this context, results from

their ability to make accurate forecasts one year ahead. This

ability appears to have less impact than the variability of price

per se given a one-year lag in plan group change.

In the case of the two-year lag in adjustment the results for

each of the valuation methods indicate that forecast error increases
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Table 6.5

Relative Contribution to Performance Deterioration of 

Price Variability and Forecast Error 

Source
	

One-Year Lag	 Two-Year Lag

Price Variability

Effect - Absolute1
	

5.8 (73-51)
	 7.2 (84-52)

(Percent)

Forecast Error

Effect-Absolute
1 2.1-5.5 (27-49) 1.4-6.5 (16-48)

(Percent)

Total Deterioration in

Performance-Absolute
1

7.9-11.3 (100) 8.6-13.7 (100)

(Percent)

1 Absolute figures are expressed as percentages of optimal value (i.e.

the case of no lag in adjustment and perfect forecasts).
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performance deterioration by between 1.4% and 6.5%. The percentage

contributions to performance deterioration are shown in Table 6.5.

For both adjustment lags, errors in forecasting have less effect

on performance than price variability per se.

6.8.2.3 Summary 

The total decline in plan performance associated with price

variability and forecast errors is a measure of the effect of the

variety in the output price part of the farm planning environment.

The decomposition of this effect into the apparent contribution of

price variability and of forecast errors provides a rough measure of

the relative importance of variability and uncertainty as sources of

variety in the environment.

As suggested in 2.3.3, uncertainty adds to the variety in the

environment perceived by the planner. In this experiment the effect

on farm performance of that additional variety has been gauged.

The most interesting aspect of the analysis of the relative

effects of variability and forecast errors is that variability

accounts for the major part of the total deterioration in

performance. This result seems to confirm the suggestion in Chapter

3 that the price element of farm planning environments may be

characterised as 'turbulent fields' and that they contain so much

variety that the variety available to planners is critically

inadequate.

Uncertainty about prices is obviously a function of the nature

of the price environment and cannot be separated out, as has been

done here, in a practical setting. However, uncertainty is not the

core of the problem. The extent of significant and unpredictable

variability in relative prices is the core of the problem. By

implication, farm planning strategy which focuses on dealing with

uncertainty does not conform with the full requirement of strategy.
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That requirement is for a plan which deals effectively with

significant and unpredictable variability. The argument in Chapters

2 and 3 was that there is no such strategy, apart from one designed

to reduce the variability in the environment.

6.8.3 Alternative planning horizons 

The use in the simulation of one year ahead forecasts, together

with subsequent introduction of lead times for plan group changes,

encourages contemplation of the feasibility of using longer planning

horizons.

Published forecasts tend to be for the next year or for five

years hence (see Freebairn 1975). The very poor quality of

forecasts of prices five years ahead appears to indicate that

forecast quality deteriorates the farther into the future the

forecasts are oriented. Such deterioration is to be expected.

In addition to cyclical processes and demand and supply

behaviour which is not perfectly understood, structural change in

relevant parts of the agricultural economy can be expected to make

price forecasting difficult, and increasingly difficult the farther

the time horizon (see Freebairn 1975).

Given that forecast quality seemed to be critical to farm plan

performance, the lower quality of longer term forecasts indicated

clearly that there was no purpose, related to the hypothesis, in

duplicating the experiment using various, longer planning horizons.

6.9 Conclusion and Implications 

The simulation experiment indicates the cost of the basic

control problem for the subject farm. Price variability and the

time required to adapt to price changes 'costs' the farmers

something of the order of 6% or 7% of income as a percentage of

optimal income given perfect knowledge and adaptability.
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In addition, the uncertainty about prices, and the planning

errors made as a result of it, reduce earnings further, relative to

the optimum.

The magnitudes of the effects of variability and uncertainty are

such that there appears to be no advantage, to farm performance, in

regarding expected prices as credible information for decision

making. The analysis in this chapter indicates that on-farm

planning, designed to generate appropriate responses to the output

price elements in the planning environment, is unlikely to be

organisationally rational. This is because the quality of

information used to assess the relative appropriateness of different

responses is so poor. This result confirms the implications arising

from the theoretical consideration of farm planning in Chapter 3.
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